We explore the effects of correlation on the ground-state energies and on photoionization dynamics in atomic Be and Ne. We apply the time-dependent restricted-activespace self-consistent-field method for several excitation schemes and active orbital spaces with and without a dynamic core to address the effects systematically at different levels of approximation. For the ground-state many-electron wave functions, we compare the correlation energies with entropic measures of entanglement. A larger magnitude of the correlation energy does not always correspond to a larger value of the considered entanglement measures. To evaluate the impact of correlation in a process involving continua, we consider photoionization by attosecond pulses. The photoelecton spectra may be significantly affected by including a dynamical core.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultrafast processes in atomic and molecular systems have attracted the attention of many theoretical and experimental groups. For example, recent studies centered around lasermatter interaction have considered the measurement of time-delay in photoionization [1] [2] [3] , dichroism 4 , chirality 5 , discrimination of chiral molecules using non-linearly polarized laser pulses 6 , spectroscopy and ultrafast molecular processes [7] [8] [9] . The theoretical understanding of ultrafast electronic processes in atoms and molecules has been reached partly through the development of simple models such as, for example, the strong-field approximation [10] [11] [12] , and partly by the development of algorithms and theoretical methods, which aim at accurately describing many-electron quantum systems and accounting for the correlation among the electrons 13, 14 . The effects of electron-electron correlation have been a central topic in atomic physics since the early works on the ground state energy in He 15, 16 , and ground-state correlation is a central topic in quantum chemistry 13 . In such time-independent settings, assessment of accuracy may benefit from the variational principle. The situation in the case of dynamics and in ultrafast processes is often less clear. Studies of electron-electron correlation in a dynamical setting is therefore a central topic for current experimental and theoretical developments in ultrafast atomic, molecular and optical physics. For example recent works 17, 18 have addressed the real-time correlated dynamics of doubly-excited Fano resonances 19 in He. While a system like He can be dealt with by ab initio approaches directly solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation numerically, the situation is quite different for larger systems. In such cases, and restricting the discussion to wave function based methodology, approaches involving orbitals have to be used with the mean-field time-dependent Hartree-Fock approach being the simplest example of such an orbital-based approach. Depending on the observable of interest, it is often only computationally possible to account for a relatively small amount of correlation. In particular because continua requiring large simulation volumes are often involved. Indeed, progress has been impeded by the computational challenges imposed by the exponential scaling of the size of the problem with the number of electrons, and also by the lack of efficient ways to gradually improve the level of approximation. Therefore to address part of these questions, we present in this work a systematic study of correlations in atomic Be and Ne for the ground states as well as for attosecond photoionization dynamics involving continua.
In general, if M parameters are needed to describe each particle, the computational complexity of the problem scales as M N with N the number of electrons -and this for each time-step. To reduce the base in this scaling. self-consistent field (SCF) methods have been considered. In these methods the number of orbitals can be reduced by introducing time-dependent orbitals, which therefore implies a smaller number of configurations. The most commonly used SCF methods which include correlation are multiconfigurational time-dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF) 14, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , time-dependent completeactive-space SCF (TD-CASSCF) [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] and time-dependent restricted-active-space SCF (TD-RASSCF) 33, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] approaches. Specifically, TD-RASSCF not only reduces the number of orbitals, but also the number of configurations can be reduced by appropriately choosing the restricted-active-space (RAS). Note that these methods have been successfully developed for bosons also 31, 43, 44 . We will use the TD-RASSCF in this work. The effect of space partition and excitation scheme on the ground state correlation and the dynamics in the continuum can now be systematically explored. In addition, we find it of interest to explore to what extend trends in the correlation energy are reflected in entanglement measures. In quantum mechanics, the entanglement among particles plays a major role not only in the ground-state of the system, but also in the dynamics induced by, for instance, an external laser pulse.
While the correlation energy is a very good measure for the ground state correlation, there is no corresponding measure for the case of dynamics. Accordingly, this part of our study is motivated by the expectation that if for the ground states, entanglement measures reflect the correlation energy, i.e., if they increase when the magnitude of the correlation energy increases, then the former measures show the desired trend, and they could be expected to work also for dynamics and continua where they can also be evaluated. Hence in this way convergence of an entanglement measure with basis, orbitals and excitation scheme may be used as a means to identify the most important physics and to access the quality of a given calculation involving continua.
In many-electron systems, the degree of entanglement can be quantified by means of the trace of functions of the one-body density, ρ, through measures such as the linear or von Neumann entropy 45 . The practical evaluation of these quantities depends on the method used to describe the many-body system, and can become unaffordable for methods with a large number of orbitals, such as the time-dependent configuration interaction with singles (TD-CIS) [46] [47] [48] [49] , the time-dependent general-active-space configuration interaction (TD-GASCI) [50] [51] [52] and time-dependent restricted-active-space configuration interaction 53,54 methods. In these methodologies the orbitals used to build the configurations do not adapt during the propagation and, therefore, a large number of orbitals and configurations is required to describe a given many-body quantum state. This demand, in turn, makes the calculation of the entropies and therefore the estimation of the degree of entanglement inefficient. On the other hand, because of the reduction in orbitals and configurations obtained by the use of time-dependent SCF orbitals, these methods ensure that the entropy and hence the entanglement of the system can be efficiently evaluated and that the main properties of the system may at the same time be accurately described due to the adaptability of the orbitals.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe the Hamiltonian and the TD-RASSCF method as well as the entanglement measures to be used. In Sec. III, we present the results for Be and Ne, regarding the ground-state energy (Sec. III A), their entanglement (Sec. III B) and the photoelectron spectrum (PES) (Sec. III C). Section IV summarizes the main findings and concludes. Atomic units ( = m e = e = a 0 = 1) are used throughout unless indicated otherwise.
II. THEORY
In this section we briefly describe the TD-RASSCF method as well as the correlation energy and the entropy-based entanglement measures used to quantify the correlation in Be and Ne.
A. TD-RASSCF method
The TD-RASSCF method is used to propagate the many-electron wave function. The method was described in detail elsewhere 33, 37, 38, [40] [41] [42] , so the description here will be brief.
The TD-RASSCF methodology is a generalization of MCTDHF 20,55 obtained by dividing the active orbital space, P, into three subspaces, and by imposing restrictions on the excitations between them 33,37 , i. e., the Ansatz of the many-body wave function reads
where the sum runs over the set of configurations V, and C I (t) and |Φ I (t) are the amplitudes and Slater determinants of the configuration I, which are direct products of spin-up and spin-
Illustration of the Fock-space for the TD-RASSCF method for Be. In the figure, the number of spatial orbitals in the three subspaces P 0 , P 1 and
respectively. Each subspace V N contains all the possible N excitations from P 1 to P 2 . The TD-RASSCF-S method includes the subspaces
Note that TD-RASSCF-SD for M = 6 and a single spatial orbital in the P 0 core space is equivalent to TD-CASSCF, since all the possible configurations given by the orbitals in P 1 ⊕ P 2 are included.
down strings, i.e., I = I ↑ ⊗ I ↓ , each of them including the indices of the spatial orbitals 56, 57 .
Each Slater determinant is built from time-dependent spatial orbitals {φ j (t)} M j=1 . In the case of MCTDHF, V ≡ V FCI , that is, the full configuration space 55 . On the other hand, in the case of TD-RASSCF 33,37 , the configurations run in the restricted active space, V ≡ V RAS , which is defined by the restrictions on the excitations in the active space. The active orbital space P is divided into 3 subspaces: P 0 , P 1 and P 2 , as illustrated in Fig. 1 . P 0 constitutes the core, and its orbitals are fully occupied at all times. Still these orbitals are time-dependent and describe, e.g., polarization of the core. All the combinations of the orbitals in P 1 are allowed and the number of occupied orbitals in P 2 correspond to the permitted excitations from P 1 . In this work, we apply TD-RASSCF including single (-S), double (-D) and single and double excitations (-SD) from the active space partition P 1 to P 2 , with and without orbitals in the P 0 core space [see Fig. 1 ].
The TD-RASSCF theory is conveniently formulated in second quantization. We work in the spin-restricted framework, which implies that a given configuration |Φ I (t) , describing N e electrons, is constructed by N e /2 spatial orbitals. The Hamiltonian of a many-electron atom in the presence of a laser field reads
where the spin-free excitation operators E q p and E qs pr are defined as
and
with b † p,σ and b p,σ the creation and annihilation operators of a single spin-orbital |φ p (t) ⊗|σ . In Eq. (2), the one-body, h p q (t), and two-body, v pr qs (t) matrix elements, are given by
where
Here V L ( r, t) is the interaction with the laser field taken to be in the dipole approximation
In Eq. (8) E(t) is the electric field of the laser and is obtained as the time derivative of the vector potential E(t) = −∂ t A(t) 58 . One of the main characteristics of the TD-RASSCF method is its invariance under gauge transformations 33 . In this work all calculations have been checked to give identical results in the two gauges.
The equations of motion (EOM) determining the time evolution of the amplitudes C I (t) and the orbitals |φ i (t) may be written as
where the orbitals with single and double prime belong to different subspaces, and where the following quantities were introduced
In a schematic manner, the time dependence of the amplitudes, C I (t), and time-dependent spatial orbitals, |φ j (t) fulfil the non-linear equationṡ
where the functions, f I , of Eq. (15) are given explicity in Eq. (9) . To solve these equations we first compute Q(t) φ k (t) and η l k using Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively. Then, by plugging these quantities into Eq. (16) we compute φ k (t) . The amplitudes C I (t) are obtained by solving Eq. (9) . Note that Eqs. (15) and (16) 
We also note thatρ
In any other case, we use that Eq. (11) is equivalent to
and Π(t) = I∈V |Φ I (t) Φ I (t)|. Note that Eq. (18) is solvable for the unknown η's using the amplitudes and time-dependent orbitals at time t.
The great advantage of the TD-RASSCF approach is that by choosing an appropriate RAS scheme for the physical system and process of interest it is possible to obtain both efficiency and accuracy. On the other hand, we also have to consider that at every time-step the orbitals and related operators must be updated. This computation may become unaffordable when considering processes involving continua of a many-electron system, mainly due to the high number of operations needed to obtain the two-body matrix elements v pr qs (t) of Eq. (6). To speed up the evaluation of these matrix elements, we use the coupled basis method 40, 41 .
This method uses that it is more efficient to couple the angular momenta of the orbitals before computing the two-body matrix elements than performing the calculation directly and benefits from the fact that the electron repulsion operator commutes with the angular momentum of two electrons,
our implementation also uses properties of the finite element discrete variable representation (FE-DVR) grid for the radial part 40 .
B. Correlation and entanglement
In this section we describe the quantities that are used to compute the degree of correlation at the different levels of approximation of the RAS schemes. The standard measure for correlation in a many-body wave function is given in terms of the correlation energy, E corr , defined as the difference between the total energy and the Hartree-Fock energy 59, 60 .
In Sec. III, we study the effects on the correlation energy of the partition of the orbital space and the excitation level (singles, doubles, single-doubles). We also find it interesting to investigate to which extend a given trend in the correlation energy is reflected in the degree of quantum mechanical entanglement. We would expect a higher degree of entanglement, the larger the magnitude of the correlation energy. Entanglement is associated with the non-separability of a many-body wave function. Two particles are entangled if their associated wave function cannot be written as a product of single-particle wave functions |Ψ(r 1 , r 2 ) = |ξ(r 1 ) ⊗ |χ(r 2 ) . According to this criterium, the fermionic nature of electrons implies that the total electronic wave function for atoms and molecules is always entangled.
Therefore, the notion of entanglement is meaningfully extended to fermions by defining a wave function as being entangled if it can not be written as a single Slater determinant 61 .
The quantification of entanglement and correlation is a difficult task 45, 62, 63 . For two particles the degree of entanglement is quantified by the purity P (ρ) = Tr {ρ 2 } and the von Neumann entropy, S(ρ) = −Tr {ρ ln ρ}, with ρ the density matrix of the considered two-particle system. Physically, the purity P (ρ) in the density matrix formalism quantifies how pure a state of two particles is, being maximum for Tr {ρ 2 } = 1 and minimum for a maximally mixed state, Tr {ρ 2 } = 1/d with d the dimension of the Hilbert space 64 . On the other hand, the von Neumann entropy is a generalization of the Shannon entropy to quantum mechanics, being 0 for a pure state and ln d for a maximally mixed state. Classically, the Shannon entropy quantifies the uncertainty we have of a given variable before we measure it or, in other words, the information we obtain after measuring the variable 64 . To quantify the amount of entanglement in an N-body wave function we use the two measures 45 ,65
Here the elements of the density matrix ρ are given in Eq. [45] . Note that our definition differs from the definition in Ref. [45] since there the trace of the one-body density is normalized to unity. In our case, however, Tr(ρ) = N and we use spin-free operators to compute ρ in Eq. (3) instead of spin-specific creation and anihilation operators. The maximum values of the measures we use are
where M is the number of spatial orbitals, with M ≥ N 2
. Let us note that the entanglement measures (21a) and (21b) are derived from separability criteria and a more elaborated measure would be required to exactly describe the entanglement 65 . The efficient computation of the entanglement measures E L (ρ) and E V N (ρ) constitute a great advantage in contrast to more sophisticated proposed measures for N-particle systems 63, 65 , and the relatively small size of ρ in the case of TD-RASSCF makes the evaluation easier than in the case of non-SCF methods, where typically many more orbitals are needed.
III. RESULTS
In this section we compute the absolute ground-state energy of Be and Ne using the TD- is more suitable in terms of convergence 40 . In this work, we take the initial orbitals to be hydrogenic with nuclear charge Z and ordered as 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p and 3d. This selection is adequate since the magnetic quantum number of each orbital is preserved in the MCTDHF, TD-CASSCF and TD-RASSCF methods 35, 41 . See Appendix A for further details. To choose the initial values for the amplitudes C I (t), we consider the symmetry of the ground-state, which is 1 S e for both Be and Ne. Accordingly we set the total magnetic quantum number M L = 0 and the total parity to be even in the guess function. To do so, the amplitude 
A. Energy
In this section we compute the ground-state energies of Be and Ne by propagating the TD-RASSCF equations in imaginary time 33, 37, 38, 40, 41 . In Tables I and II we show the groundstate energies of Be for several RAS schemes, together with the number of configurations.
Note that for Be we do not consider single excitations, because the associated one-body density matrix will be singular by construction for the initial guess functions used, leading to inconsistencies in Eq. (10) since the inverse does not exist. If ρ is singular then at least one of its eigenvalues is zero, in other words, at least one of the orbitals is not used. As we described in the previous section, the orbitals in the guess function in the case of Be are 1s, 2s (which are occupied for the Hartree-Fock configuration), and 2p, 3s, 3p and 3d. Any configuration including a single excitation from 1s or 2s to 2p is a P term, which within the considered LS-coupling scheme does not couple to 1 S 0 , that is, it cannot contribute to the ground-state. This means that these configurations are not included in the wave function, and, since the 2p orbitals only appear in this type of configurations, the 2p orbitals do not contribute in the TD-RASSCF-S method, leading to a singular density matrix. On the contrary, in the case of TD-RASSCF-D and TD-RASSCF-SD, all the orbitals contribute since they can couple to the 1 S 0 . Therefore, the density matrix ρ is not singular in general.
Let us remark that the orbitals develop into nonhydrogenic orbital during propagations but we will continue labelling them as 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p and 3d for convenience.
First, we consider one spatial orbital, 1s, in the core P 0 which is present in all the configurations. The ground-state energies are shown in Table I . We denote by M the number of spatial orbitals used to construct the configurations. The number M fulfils of configurations involving SD excitations from the 1s orbital is responsible for a lowest bound, estimated around −14.6192 [66] , which is quite different from the acurate groundstate energy −14.6674 given in Refs. [67, 68] . Physically these results can be understood by noting that the small nuclear charge is not able to strongly bind the electrons close the nucleus, therefore, the description with a dynamical P 0 core subspace is not adequate to accurately describe the ground-state.
In the case of the ground-state energies for M 0 = 0, shown in Table II, excitations from 1s are allowed, leading to an improvement of 0.087% of the ground-state energy for MCTDHF when the number of orbitals is increased from 5 to 6. We observe that the TD-RASSCF including -D and -SD differ only slightly. This is because the number of configurations is similar for both schemes. Note that eventhough the number of configurations is similar for -S and -SD in the considered case, the number of operations required in the -SD case is much larger than for -D 33 .
As described at the beginning of Sec. III, the initial guess functions is chosen such that all configurations and orbitals have a well defined parity and magnetic quantum number, which restricts the family of solutions and ensures that the ground-state wave functions have well defined parity and magnetic quantum number 41 . This implies that the groundstate energy obtained may be an upper bound of the absolute ground-state energy using this RAS scheme 69 . For instance, the ground-state energy for MCTDHF with 5 orbitals is −14.6171, larger than the value −14.6192 in Ref. [40] which was taken as the most bound ground-state solution without taking into account any symmetry considerations. In the present work, we consider ground-state wave functions belonging to the same family of solutions, i. e., functions with even parity, M L = 0 for each configuration and orbitals with well defined magnetic quantum number. As explained in Refs. [40, 69] , MCTDHF may have more than one local minimum energy solution. By setting the same symmetries on configurations and orbitals we ensure a physical meaning of the wavefunction (orbitals and conserved magnetic quantum number) and stability during the time propagation.
We now analyze the ground-state energy with and without a core for Ne. The results are collected in Tables III and IV , respectively. The nuclear charge of Ne is much higher with Z = 10 than for Be, which implies that the electrons in the 1s orbital are tightly bound.
Therefore, we expect the ground-state energies to be similar in the case of the same RAS scheme for P 1 and P 2 but with M 0 = 0 and 1, since the 1s electrons contribute essentially to all the relevant configurations. For instance, the schemes (1, 4, 4) (Table III) and (0, 5, 4) (Table IV) We further analyze the ground-state energy by setting M 0 = 2, that is, we do not allow excitation of the 1s and 2s orbitals. The 2s orbital is not as tightly bound as the 1s orbital, therefore, it has a noticeable effect on the ground-state energy, as we see in Table III. For instance, we find that for M = 9 the ground-state energy for TD-CASSCF Let us finally remark that the TD-RASSCF method satisfies several properties of the Tables III and IV Finally, the ground-state energies computed with TD-RASSCF-S for (1, 4, 5) and (1, 4, 9) are identical because the wave function is invariant with M 2 for M 1 ≤ M 2 , see Ref. [38] .
B. Entanglement
To see if there is a monotonic relationship between the correlation energies in the ground states and the entanglement measures for each RAS scheme, we compute the entanglement measures E L (ρ) and E V N (ρ) defined in Eqs. (21a) and (21b); see also Eqs. (22a) and (22b) for the maximum values of these measures. We plot these measures as a function of the correlation energies. These two situations clearly manifest that for M = 6 the single excitations are important to describe the ground-state wave function, whereas for M = 9 the correlation can be accounted by a larger set of allowed double excitations.
In the case of Ne, we see in most of the points corresponding to configurations with similar number of orbitals tend to overlap in the plots, therefore, we would expect the same accuracy. However, we observe in Fig. 4 that the points corresponding to M 0 = 2 are isolated, which reflects the lack of relevant configurations compared to the case of M 0 = 1. We will show some further implications of the core space P 0 when describing the photoelectron spectrum in Sec. III C.
In conclusion, while the relation between the entanglement measures and the correlation energies is as expected for Ne, no monotonic acceptable relation was found for Be. The entanglement measures can therefore not be used in general to address the degree of correlation in a system, and therefore, we do not find it relevant to consider these measures in the next section on ultrafast photoionization dynamics.
C. Photoionization dynamics
In this section we investigate the effect of correlation on the photoelectron spectrum (PES) after the interaction of Be or Ne with an ultrashort linearly polarized laser pulse. The PES is computed by projecting the propagated time-dependent many-electron wave function on Coulomb scattering functions in the outer region after the end of the laser pulse 40 . To induce ionization, we consider pulses given by the vector potential
where n p is the number of cycles, ω is the central photon energy and the duration of the pulse is T = 2πn p /ω. The pulse begins at t = −T /2.
First, we focus on the following processes involved in the photoionization of the groundstate of Be (1s 2 2s 2 ,
→ Be + 1s 2 3s,
with threshold energies of 9.32, 13.28 and 20.26 eV, respectively 70 and γ in the first line denoting the photon. For the different channels, the allowed angular momentum of the ejected electron is determined by the photoionization selection rules, which require that the total term in the final states is an odd 1 P term in LS-coupling. 40, 41 . We briefly describe the dynamics for each case: in the process (24), the laser field removes an electron from the 2s shell. On the other hand, the dynamics is much more complicated in processes (25) and (26), where one electron is ejected from the 2s shell and its counterpart is promoted to an excited shell, 2p or 3s, respectively. As we discussed in Ref. [40] , the correlation in the wave function plays a major role in the description of these latter processes, for example, they cannot be described by TDHF. In Fig. 6 we show the PES extracted at t ≈ 57 a.u.
after interacting with an ultrashort pulse with a peak intensity 10 (24)- (26), respectively. As in our earlier study 40 , we observe in Fig. 6 one peak at approximately 20 eV in the PES when using TD-RASSCF-D without core and MCTDHF, corresponding to the process (24) . We also find a shoulder around 17 eV corresponding to an electron ejected in process (25) . This channel can, however, not be clearly resolved due to the large bandwidth of the short pulse 1, 4) that the system is not able to reproduce accurately the Be + 1s 2 3s, 2 S 1/2 ionization channel, whereas for M ≥ 6 it is possible, since the sixth orbital is the 3s of the ground-state wave function by construction. However, the restriction imposed by the core does not allow to account accurately for its role in the wave function and the subsequent dynamics, overestimating the ionization through this channel. Furthermore, the main peak is shifted to higher energies, i. e., the electron is less bound, and the ionization probability is lower.
By setting M 0 = 0, as in the case of (0, 2, 4)-D, we recover the same behavior observed for MCTDHF with 6 and 9 orbitals. Furthermore, we also observe in Fig. 7(b) 
where the ionization thresholds are 21.56 and 48.48 eV for the processes (27) and (28),
To understand the role of single and double excitations, we show in independently of the number of excitations allowed, but the dynamics, which is responsible of the weight of each channel in the photoionization, is sensitive to the RAS used. On the other hand, if we set M 0 = 2, the peak corresponding to the removal of an electron from the 2s, i. e., Ne(1s 2 2s 2 2p 6 ,
, is overestimated and shifted to lower energies, but the high energy peak is still in agreement with the MCTDHF with 9 orbitals. Let us remark that, opposed to the case of Be, we do not observe extra peaks in the PES, because the other ionic channels of Ne + associated to excitations from 2s are above the central photon energy considered, in this case 105 eV. These findings show that the excitation from the 2s subshell is important to reproduce the photoinduced dynamics in Ne and, as we have discussed in Sec. III A, the nuclear charge is not strong enough to tightly bind 2s electrons.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have explored the effects of electron-electron correlation for the ground states in Be and Ne as well as for ultrafast photoionization dynamics induced by attosecond pulses. We have used the TD-RASSCF methodology with different active orbital spaces and excitation level -singles, doubles and singles and doubles. In particular, we have investigated the implications of including an always occupied dynamical core space P 0 in the RAS. First, we found that the effects on the ground-state energy and correlation of Be are more significant than for Ne. For instance, for Be, we found that the inclusion of one spatial orbital in the core strongly affects the correlation energy, which seems to converge to 0.04 above the exact correlation energy. In the case of Ne, we only observed the same limitation when including two spatial orbitals in the core. This difference is because the nuclear charge of Ne is larger, implying that the inner electrons are more tightly bound than in Be and the many-body wavefunction can be accurately reproduced using a core with one spatial orbital. Second, the dynamical core also affects the ultrafast photoionization dynamics. For example, in the case of Ne, the peak in the PES corresponding to removing one electron from the 2s subshell was found to be exaggerated, because of the explicit restriction of the excitation from this orbital in the configurational space. Therefore, the photoionization process can only be driven by the dynamics of the 2s orbital. Furthermore, in the case of Be, we observed that the photoionization accompanied by the excitation of one electron from the 2s subshell to the 3s has a nonvanishing probability when fixing the 1s orbital in the core space, whereas this probability was negligible without a core. A similar effect was observed in Refs. 71 and 72 by switching on and off excitations from particular subshells in the TD-CIS of larger atoms.
In connection with the ground-state studies, we compared the values for the correlations energies with the values of the linear and von Neuman entropy entanglement measures for several RAS schemes. We found that the entropies do not always increase with the magnitude of the correlation energy and the number of orbitals or configurations, showing that they are in general not good entanglement measures for many-body systems, and should only be considered as separability criteria. Overall, the measures E L (ρ) and E V N (ρ) work much better for Ne than for Be. The origin of this difference is not clear at present. This work together with the previous investigations on beryllium 40 and neon 41 manifest the strength and flexibility of the TD-RASSCF method to describe ultrafast photoionization in atoms. Future implementation of surface flux and related methods [73] [74] [75] will allow efficient computation of photoelectron spectra and photoelectron momentum distributions for non linearly-polarized laser sources in many-electron atoms, which so-far have only been predicted in helium 4, [76] [77] [78] . 
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